IAEC General Assembly Provisional Program
Granollers, 23-24 March 2017

**March 23rd, 2017 – Thursday**

Arrival of the delegations to Granollers

15h.30  Meeting point: Venue: Auditorium of Granollers
         Address: Carrer de Torras i Bages, 50, 08401 Granollers

16h:00~18h:00  Tour Visits. Previous registration to 1 of 4 options is requested

   Tour 1: Historic Memory – Culture of Peace
   Tour 2: Urban Knowledge – visit to a neighborhood guided by its own inhabitants
   Tour 3: “Walls which speak” – Urban Art
   Tour 4: Popular culture – visit to projects/associations of popular and traditional culture

18h.00  Back to the Auditorium of Granollers - Pause

18h.30~20h.30  Dialogue: The Right to the City
                Speakers (To be confirmed)

20h.30~21h.30  Concert- Performance of orchestras and Music schools of the city

21h.30~22h.30  Dinner provided by Granollers City Council at the same Auditorium

22h.30  Popular Dance Show

**Accommodation:** Provided by each delegation

**March 24th, 2017 – Friday**

Arrival of the delegations to Granollers

10h.30~11h.30  Start of the 1st round of visits
               Meeting point: Auditorium of Granollers
               Address: Carrer de Torras i Bages, 50, 08401 Granollers

   Visits:
   - Visit 1. Vegetable gardens of the River Congost (Environment)
   - Visit 2. El Gato Verde (vocational training for youth people with functional diversity)
   - Visit 3. Granollers CUP (Sport)
   - Visit 4. Music Projet “Carles Riera” (Culture – Associationism)

11h.30~12h.00  Back to the Auditorium - break
12h.00–13h.30  Start of the 2nd round of visits  
Meeting point: Auditorium of Granollers  
Address: Carrer de Torras i Bages, 50, 08401 Granollers  

Visits:  
- Visit 3. Recovering the social use of the River Congost (Environment-Citizen participation)  
- Visit 4. "Walls which Speak" “Coenzymes” “TotheSquares” (Culture)  
- Visit 5. Sobre pantallas/ Afis Pediàtric (ICTs – Health–Childhood).  

Back to the Auditorium  

13h.30–14h.45  Lunch offered by Granollers City Council at El Gato Verde Restaurant  
Venue: Auditorium of Granollers  
Address: Carrer de Torras i Bages, 50, 08401 Granollers  

14h.45–15h.00  General Assembly First Call - Accreditation  

15h.00–15h.15  Second Call - Constitution and opening of the General Assembly  

15h.15–16h.00  Conference by the former UNESCO General Secretary, Mr Federico Mayor-Zaragoza  

16h.00–18h.15  General Assembly Meeting  

18h.15–18h.30  Coffee break  

18h.30–20h.30  Dialogue The 21st Century, the Century of the Cities. The Networks of the Cities  
Speakers (To be confirmed)